Abstract-Excessive number of Haar-like features and the complex threshold calculation of covariance matrix feature are two key issues of Adaboost face detection. In this paper, an efficient feature named covariance feature is proposed. The novel method divides the face image into several regions and it calculate covariance feature of any two regions. Then optimal weak classifiers will be picked out by Adaboost algorithm and they will be composed to a strong classifier. The experiments result in MIT+CMU data sets shows that the feature extraction times of the novel method is slightly slower than covariance matrix feature. However, the feature threshold is obtained much faster than covariance matrix feature, leading the significant reduction of the training time of Adaboost algorithm. Comparing with the Haar-like feature, the detection rate and speed improved obviously.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face detection(FD) refers to the process of defining the position, size, posture of face(if it exists) on the input image. As a special case of object detection, face detection problem has attracted extensive attention of researchers in last two decades due to its widely application in various fields. The fields are human-computer interfaces, content retrieval, digital video processing, visual monitoring [1] and so on. In recent years a lot of face detection methods appeared [2] [3] , and the statistical learning methods has become mainstream in pattern recognition field gradually. In 2001, Viola proposed Adaboost face detection based on Haar-like feature(HLF) [4] . This method can obviously improve the detection rate and speed .
Adaboost is an iterative algorithm and the core idea is training weak classifiers from a training set, then gather some suitable weak classifiers to a strong classifier. The calculation of sample weight is according to classification is correct or not and the overall classification accuracy of last time. Then training the modified new data sets with the next layer. Finally grouping the best classifiers of each layer into the final decision classifier. Using Adaboost classifier can eliminate some unnecessary features and focus on key data training.
HLF calculate face feature by integral image which can boost computational efficiency. However, HLF is a coarse feature, it is sensitive to edge, line and can only describe specific graph structure. Recently, covariance matrix feature(CMF) is proposed [5] , it can reflect the intrinsic relevance of image pixels, and overcome the shortcomings of HLF . Nonetheless, the detection time is three times slower than HLF because the threshold calculation is too complex.
Therefore, this paper proposed the covariance feature (CF) to improve detection speed based on CMF. Comparing with CMF, the detection speed was greatly improved and CF is about CMF detection rate. Comparing with HLF, the face detection rate was improved and elapsed time was less than HLF. This novel feature is concerned with two regions instead of matrix feature of four regions. It vastly reduces features and simplify the calculation of matrix feature threshold, thereby it improve speed of Adaboost face detection .
II. RELATED WORKS
In classical Adaboost algorithm the weak classifier used Haar-like features which named after similarity to Haar wavelet. HLF is a kind of simple rectangle feature and it extract face feature fast. HLF value refers to the difference of gray level sum between the black rectangle and white rectangle on the test image. It reflects the differences of local image gray. Figure 1 gives five basic templates of HLF feature. We can matching the feature template in every position of detection and achieve a HLF feature. The matrix in image window should meet the S-T criteria [6] . The formula of quantity calculation is as the follow: ( , ) 
If we just use this five feature templates as show , there are 78460 matrix features in 20x20 pixel image. However, we may use more expansion HLF templates [7] in practical applications. The detector with slightly better performance may contain thousands of HLF. HLF can describe the differences of local gray, most of the time it can achieve a fine detection result. But HLF describe the structure coarsely, it is sensitive to certain graph structure, such as edges, lines,etc. With the above problem, the CMF was proposed by Hua et.al. [5] . CMF itself is a covariance matrix [8] , each value of matrix is a covariance between each sample subregion. The detection process is as follow, firstly, the covariance between each sample are calculated, then combine a portion of covariance value into covariance matrix according to some rule. Each covariance matrix is a CMF.
Hua divide the image into 5×5 same size matrix region as shown in Figure 3 . Taking any four different sub-regions and extract the CMF, 12650 covariance matrix features are extracted if we don't consider the positional relationship. Every CMF is a feature template, The appropriate weak classifiers are selected by Adaboost algorithm, then a face classifier is combined by the weak classifiers. As displayed in Figure 4 , we select four typical regions p(1,2), p(2,4), p(4,3), p(5,4) and calculate the covariance between each region pixel, then it constitute a 4×4 covariance matrix, it also call a CMF. The matrix value is shown in Table 1 . CMF need calculate the threshold of weak classifier, a CMF corresponds to a week classifier. The calculation of CMF threshold is complex, firstly, calculating the Euclidean distance between feature matrix s and template matrix t, the Euclidean distance is as follow:
In the formula (2), j is the current CMF and a is the current sample, [ ] a j s i is the jth covariance value of sample a, t[i] is the corresponding template value. Then calculating the distance mean value of every CMF, the mean value is the final threshold for judgment. Variable k is the sum of samples. The threshold formula of feature j is as follow:
After the threshold of a test sample is achieved, if the Euclidean distance between covariance matrix and template matrix is less than the threshold, the sample is considered to be a face,otherwise it considered a non-face. The weak classifier is as follow:
The process of training CMF weak classifiers is complex, furthermore, a 5×5 image contains 12650 CFMs, the Adaboost algorithm based on CMF leads to a time-consuming result.
There are 78460 HLFs in a 20×20 pixel image, it is time-consuming even we calculate the feature by integral image. There are 12650 CMFs in a 5×5 sub-region image and the CMF threshold calculation is complex, the entire training process is more time-consuming than HLF. Focus on these problems, this paper proposed the covariance feature based on CMF, it can reduce the number of feature and overcome the time-consuming problem, and remain the detection rate steady. In the experiment we use the 8×8 sub-region covariance feature and extract only 4064 features, the number of feature is far less than HLF and CMF. The feature threshold calculation is similar to HLF, it is more simple and faster than CMF threshold.
CMF and CF all have to calculate the covariance between each sub-region in common, they all can describe correlative degree of each sub-region. The difference of CMF and CF is as follows:
(1)The representation of CF value is a two-relative region covariance, but the representation of CMF value is Euclidean distance between feature matrix and template matrix.
(2)CF only need to calculate a covariance matrix to express all the CF value in each test image. However, a covariance matrix is a CMF. Four relative sub-regions covariance matrix combine into a CMF.
Ⅲ. ADABOOST FACE DETECTION BASE ON CF
A CF is a covariance coefficient [9] , and it is a low dimensional feature that can calculate easily. On a given W×W pixel image, dividing sample image into d×d same size matrix sub-region, then we can calculate the covariance coefficient C(x,y) of any two matrix. x,y represent the ith, jth matrix respectively. The number of pixels in each matrix is n, and ( ) j μ represent the mean value of all ith matrix pixels:
The covariance coefficient is similar to covariance formular and defined to be:
In the formula (6), the ith, jth sub-region is interpreted as a two dimension random variable and evaluate the covariance coefficient C(i,j). In virtue of the covariance symmetry and the covariance of sub-region with itself is insignificant, we can extract
significative CFs on d×d matrices. For illustration purposes, as shown in figure 5 , dividing a test image into 3×3 sub-region. We can obtain a covariance matrix and the covariance of any two different coordinate region is a CF. The 3×3 specification only generate 36 CFs as the The experiment result showed that the extracting speed of CF is faster than CMF with the same specification, but there is a large gap with the desired detection. Boosting the detection performance is necessary. The purpose of Adaboost algorithm is improve the classification accuracy of any given learning algorithm, the next process is discussing how to improve the performance of CF classifier through Adaboost algorithm.
The example of 3×3 specification is too rough and can't primely describe the internal relation of face sub-region. To refining the extracting feature, we choose the 8×8 specification to extract the CF in the experiment. Figure 6 shows the 8×8 diving face, choosing any two sub-region and calculating the CF value C(x,y) by formula (6) Adaboost is a self-adapting Boosting algorithm, the training process is greatly associated with sample probability distribution. When the sample classified correctly, reduce the sample weight, and when the sample classified falsely, increase the sample weight while the classifier receive more attention. Then combining the optimum weak classifier of each round into a strong classifier and output the value of judgment. So long as the classify accuracy of CF classifiers is greater than 50% and training enough CF weak classifiers, we can obtain a strong classifier which the error rate approach 0. The form of the jth weak classifier is given as follows:
( ) j h x is the judge value of sample x, the threshold offset is j p , the value only can be 1 ± , the threshold is Following are the procedure of Adaboost classifier learning:
(1)Given training example (4)The final strong classifier is:
Where 1 log
We chose 356 classifiers of higher detection rate from 4064 weak classifiers after training, the detection sub-regions are distribute mainly beside eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth. These region can distinguish the face and non-face effectively. 
End
The weight of jth weak classifier in layer ith is ij
Mark 0 if ( ) h x =0 and eliminate the sample which is unnecessary to detect on the next layer. Otherwise, mark 1 and detecting sequentially. End After T layers selection, the samples which are marking 1 are estimated faces and remain are non-faces.
Ⅳ.EXPERENENT RESULTS
The training samples chose from MIT face test set, we selected 2106 faces and 2781 non-faces for training CF classifiers. In the pre-process, we normalized the sample into 40×40 pixels, and enhanced the image by histogram equalization. We divided the normalized image into 8×8 specification and every sample image can extract 4064 CFs. The test set select from MIT+CMU, there are 1236 face samples and 1276 non-face test samples. Furthermore, face image from Internet were used, and preprocessed the image with skin detection method [12] . The operating environment is AMD 3.0GHZ PC, Windows XP operating system. Our experiment compared the 20×20 pixels HLF, 5×5 specification CMF and 8×8 specification CF. The experiment results of feature extracting are as follow in table 2. A large number of HLF lead time-consuming extraction. Though the covariance calculation is more complicated, the 5×5 specification CMF only need calculate covariance value 300 times per sample image, then combine any four different value into a CMF. There are 12650 combinations and only spend 143s. The 8×8 specification CF calculate the covariance values 4064 times and the calculation complexity of covariance value is same as the CMF. CF spend 473s in feature extraction. The speed of CMF extraction is slightly higher than CF. However, the speed of CMF threshold calculate is too more complex than CF. It is the biggest defect of CMF and this problem lead to a time-consuming detection process. In the testing process, , the detection rate is not always increscent while the weak classifiers increase. Comparing the three curves in the figure 9, CMF reach the maximum firstly, CF second and HLF last. When the weak classifiers increase unceasingly, HLF detection rate will declines obviously because the sample weight has become distorted and HLF has degraded. Adaboost algorithm based on CMF and CF can avoid the degradation preferably, CMF and CF enhance the detection rate and lower the false positive rate. The CF can overcome the shortcomings of time-consuming as shown in table 3, the time spending of CF training and detection is 2562s and significantly less than CMF and HLF. The CF detection rate is 93.7% which is nearly CMF and higher than HLF. After tests, using 356 CF weak classifier can reach the best detection rate. The following picture is from CMU test set, and we can see the detection result by HLF ans CF. 
Ⅴ.CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the covariance feature is proposed. It combines the advantages of traditional Haar-like feature and covariance matrix feature. This paper also related the combination of CF and Adaboost algorithm. The test results on MIT+CMU test set showed CF can greatly improve training and test speed while the detection rate is similar to CMF. In recent years, many researches [13] [14] focus on multi-view face feature and the research results showed these improvements can detect non-front face preferably. In the future, the multi-view CF is a novel direction worthy of studying.
